International Distribution Program
Verified Label has developed a great program for the production and
worldwide distribution of barcode labels – and we guarantee our quality.
International Shipping Discount = 25% Off Your Order
You automatically receive a 25% discount on all label costs, for every retail barcode order
shipped internationally from our office. This helps offset your international shipping cost, and
makes Verified Label the best choice for all your labels, worldwide. Plus, you get to work with people
right here in the USA. And you also get our guaranteed quality: your labels will be printed accurately
and with great print quality, or we reprint and ship them to you again at no extra cost.
Shipping Costs: Verified Label works closely with UPS, Federal Express and DHL. We have low
international shipping rates, and we put no additional handling charges or mark-ups on freight. We
can pre-pay your shipping costs, or bill shipping directly to your company’s account.
Time In Transit: UPS, Federal Express and DHL all have extremely fast delivery times to major
overseas cities. We do all the necessary paperwork to speed your shipment through customs. We
have 24+ year’s experience shipping overseas, and close ties with all the major carriers to help us
avoid unnecessary delays. Even with shipping, we’ll be faster than your foreign label company, and
we will consistently have your orders delivered to you first!!
When comparing our program to barcode companies overseas,
please keep these additional factors in mind:
Time & Compatibility: Verified Label has a centralized manufacturing and distribution center
located in Tampa, FL. Since we’re located in the US we are on the same clock as other US
companies. This makes us very easy to reach and speeds the flow of information. We can work out
problems and answer questions with one simple phone call or email, instead of trading a series of
overnight emails back and forth.
Labor & Education: Barcoding is a small specialty operation within the manufacturing process. The
more technical an operation is, the more important it is to use a specialist. When it comes to
barcodes, the specialists are in the US where barcodes have been used for 30+ years. Most
countries outside the US and Europe do not use barcodes, so the technical knowledge isn’t available
and mistakes are common.
Materials & Equipment: Verified Label uses only the highest quality materials and equipment. We
have specifically designed our operation around barcodes. Businesses within most foreign countries
do not use barcodes and do not have strict labeling requirements. Therefore, most foreign countries
do not have a developed label industry; quality materials are difficult to obtain on a reliable basis, and
labels that work well today are often manufactured with completely different materials next month.
Why take the chance, when you can work with experts here in the USA.

